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 Wolf Long Hair Fur (D)
  

  
Product code: KBT9402-B477
Selected Colour: Chestnut
Width: 150cm
Price: £16.99/mtr

Available Colours:

Grey Chestnut Nut Purple

Lime Red Cobalt Flavine

Mary Gold

  

Description:

Perfect for all the wolf enthusiasts out there, whether you're a fan of wolves or perhaps the mystical allure
of werewolves, this imitation fur is perfect for you. Its extra-long pile accurately recreates the look and feel
of real long hair animal fur. Just like natural fur, it grows at varying lengths, with a dense base providing
warmth and longer hairs forming the smooth outer coat.

Constructed from 50% Acrylic 50% Mod Acrylic fibres
Dry clean only
Fashion faux fur
Extra tall pile fur
Ideal for cosplay costumes and Halloween projects
Fur Width 150cm
Range of fashion colours

 

This faux fur is ideal for Halloween projects, especially if you're inspired by characters like those from
Twilight, Teen Wolf, or Professor Lupin, or if you're creating your own unique wolf-inspired costume. The
grey wolf fur is exceptionally high-quality, making it perfect for costumes requiring a realistic appearance.
It's a favourite among theatre, film, and TV costume designers, as well as cosplay enthusiasts, due to its
ease of use. You can easily cut and shape it, and it adheres well to costumes when using fabric glue.

Key Features of Wolf Long Hair Fur Fabric:

Premium Quality: Crafted from the finest materials, our wolf fur fabric offers unmatched quality and



durability.

Realistic Appearance: With its long hair and natural-looking texture, our wolf fur fabric closely
resembles the real thing, making it perfect for creating lifelike costumes and accessories.

Soft and Luxurious: Despite its realistic appearance, our wolf fur fabric is incredibly soft to the touch,
ensuring comfort and versatility in your projects.

Easy to Work With: Whether you're sewing, crafting, or upholstering, our wolf fur fabric is easy to cut,
shape, and manipulate to suit your needs.
Versatile Applications: From cosplay costumes and theatrical props to home décor accents and fashion
accessories, the possibilities are endless with our wolf fur fabric.

Bring your wolf-inspired costume ideas to life with this premium imitation fur. Whether you're crafting for
fun or for a professional project, this fabric is sure to meet your needs.
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